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Absrract

This dissertation illusn-ates the changes that have occurred in the representation

of corrullunity from the publication ofHenry Fielding's Joseph A11drews in 1742,

through Jane Austen's Pe'rsunsion (1818) and George Eliot's The lvlill on the Floss

(1860), to the appearance of EM. Forster's H(flJ)nrds End in 1910. Using the theories

of Richard Rorty's Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity and Ernesto Lac1au's and Chantal

Mouffe's Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, the dissertation argues that not only

ideologica'! hannony but also difference - violence, antagonism, the clash of

vocabularies - constimte the community. As a result, social and communal space is

never, to use the words of Laclau and Mouffe, "fully sumred." The essential unity for

which community srrives is perpetually denied. The thesis discusses the solutions

each author employs to bridge this fundamental gap and traces the growing

awareness ofcommunity as an object influenced by difference.

InJoseph Andrews, where Fielding attempts to defend the values of a stIltus quo

corrupted by the elites who most profit by it, the proper community is understood to

resist difference. But the actions of the novel's characters, who often take matters

into their own hands to establish the communal "law," tell a different story. Joseph's
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and Parson Adams's willingness to employ force to achieve their ends results in a

kind of "irregular justice" that overlies community values and demonstrates the need

for individual action to maintain that community.

Similarly, Jane Austen regards individual action as necessary for the life of the

community. She goes even farther, however, by accepting the implications of this

view: that communities are made, not simply inherited. In this way she is more like

the Romantics than is generally assumed. George Eliot continues where Austen

leaves off. Having assimilated Austen's insight regarding the artificial, fabricated

nature ofcommunities, Eliot seeks a method to overcome the disjunction between

the ideas of the past and the ideas of the present. She recommends that imagination

serve as the individual's tool for smoothing the bumps of disagreements between

vocabularies. Maggie Tulliver adopts this advice; the rest of her community does not

and fails her as a result.

Finally, Howards End presents a community that is entirely self-constructed, one

without the tensions suffered in the earlier novels between the established order and

individual desire. The novel completes the redescription of community the other

novels begin. Forster consequently celebrates d~fference and attempts to enshrine it

by "only connecting" the novel's various vocabularies. If he rightly suggests the

degree to which conununity, as a constructed object, relies on individuals, he perhaps
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exceeds his reach by proposing that "connection" somehow escapes ideology. Even

so, HawtlrdJ End gathers within itself the concerns of the three previous novels and

demonstrates what Rorty, Laclau and Mouffe assert: that community cannot evade

the individual's contribution. The definition of any given ommunity is constantly in

play.
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Chapter 1

Contentious Harmony:

Community and Difference

"The existence of violence and antagonism is the very condition of a free society.
Antagonism exists because the social is not a plurality of effects radiating from a

pregiven center, but is pragmatically constructed from many starring points."
Ernesto Lac1au, "Community and Its Paradoxes," p. 92

This dissertation illustrates the changes that have occurred in the representation

of community from the publication ofHemy Fielding'sJoseph Andrews in 1742, the

middle of the Enlightenment, to the appearance ofE.M. Forster's Hawnrds End in

1910, roughly the beginning of the modem era. It looks as well at]ane Austen's

Persuasion (1818) and George Eliot's The Millon the Floss (1860), two novels which

reflect changing social circumstlnces - in Austen's case, the gradual ascent of

Romanticism and the decline of Rationalism; for Eliot, the dislocations and rupmres

of the Industrial Revolutio.n. Many of the changes in the representation of

community from Fielding to Forster result from technological and economic
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development and are fairly straightforward. Forster's motor cars anJ increasingly

wealthy middle ch.sses dictate a kind of comlllunity - one of greater breadth and

less telic conviction - substantially different frolll the poorer and more iso1:lted

villages with which Fielding is concerneU. The particular foms of this thesis,

however, is on another alteration in the representation of community, one that is not

obvious and which might not have been easily predicted tvlO cenmries ago. This

alteration is the degree to which difference and division, not just concord anti unity,

have been recognized as constitutive of the community.

Difference is not always consciously accepted by the authors examined here.

Fielding, especially, defends a conservative vision of society which upholds the

worthiness of the statuS quo. Yet his frequent contempt for figures of authority, both

secular and spiritual, and his fondness for brawling (an activity highly subversive of

traditional order) are tacit admissions of a place for alterity in the cOlllmunity. Both

Austen and Eliot emend Fielding's construction of community to allow more

individual freedom and to acknowledge the community's mutability. The Mill (In the

Floss is more willing to concede the inevitability of change than it is to trust the

change that must come, whereas PerJ1Jasioll assumes the reverse. Anne Elliot only

gradually admits the desirability of change, but once she has done so embraces

confidently the alternative possibiliries available to her. Forster, as might be
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expected, is farthest removed from Fielding and knowingly celebrates difference as a

positive rather than a negative attribute ofthe community. He fightS a "battle against

sameness" :md sees unity as the threat of the cosmopolitan automaton, the world

"melted down" (Hwords End 329), rather than as evidence of a society connecting

"without bitterness until all men are brothers" (264).

The gradual unfolding of alterity as a component of the representation of

community is characteristic of what Richard Rorty would call the development ofa

new vocabulary. Rather than see human history as a narrative with a fixed teleology,

one in which humans are working toward an observable goal such as ultimate t111th,

he comends that history is a succession of metaphoric redescriptions of our

environment. None of these redescriptions is closer to truth than another; they are

merely more useful to and better suited for given historical circurp.stances.

Redescliptions are always the product of a dominant vocabulary or mixture of

vocabularies. The authors examined here contribute to a vocabulary that enables us

to comprehend community in a way different from that to which we are accustomed,

even if they were not always fully cognizant of the contribution they were making. As

Rony notes of earlier prominent vocabularies,

Christianity did not know that its purpose was the alleviation of cmelty,
Newton did not know that his purpose was modem technology, the Romantic
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poets did not know that their purpose was to contribute to the development
of an ethical consciousness suitable for the culture of political liberalism. But
we now know these things, for we latecomers can tell the kind of srory of
progress which those who are actually making progress cannot. We can view
these people as toolmakers rather than discoverers because we have a clear
sense of the product which the use of these tools produced. The product is us
- our conscience, our culture, our form of life. Those who made us possible
could not have envisaged what they were making possible, and so could not
have described the ends to which their work was a means. But we can. (55-6;
Rorty's emphasis)

This thesis seeks to explain the toolmakers Fielding, Austen, Eliot and Forster, and

to describe the vocabulary to which they contribute. Ifit succeeds in helping us to

understand the changing representation of community through the years as the

evolution of a new and more useful vocabulary, only half of its job is accomplished.

For in so doing, it should also help us to understand better, at least in some small

way, "the product which the use of these tools produced" - ourselves and the

communities to which we belong.

IT

Community is typically considered "an aggregate of people who share a common

interest in a particular locality" (Bender 5), the kind of small town or neighbourhood

that probably most immediately comes to mind with reference to the term.

Community is also conunonly seen as an ideologically hannonious space where the
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concerns of the many take a natural precedence over the disruptions of individual

desires. Assumptions of community as a locus of monolithic group identity feed into

its myth as a quasi-utopia, one located at an ill-defined place and time when people

simply got along better than they do now.' Such an ideal notion of community

privileges "unity over difference, immediacy over mediation, [and] sympathy over

recognition of the limits of one's understanding of others from their point of view"

(young 300). Community, then, is generally understood to exclude violence and

antagonism, the apparent antitheses of shared ideological and geographical spaces.2

1 If commuhity is considered less prevalent now, it is perhaps because it resembles what Mikhail
Bakhtin describes as the world of the epic: "a world of 'beginnings' and 'peak rimes' in the national
history, a world of fathers and of founders of families, a world of 'firsts' and 'bestS'" (The Diawgical
l111agination 13). Substitute "communal" or "family" for national and Bakhtin very nicely captures the
typically rose-colored view of the past.

Raymond Williams, in the initial chapters of The Country and the City, categorizes the "loss" of
community as the byproduct of the fairly constant literary claim - at least through the nineteenth
century - that the rural ways have died. As he points out, every generation's poets and novelists seem
to feel that theirs was the last of the truly pastoral times. This is not the effect of simple noStalgia.
Williams goes back to Virgil's Georgia to show that the pastoral life there depicted always had some
tension - while it was rustic and simple and attractive, it also contained hardship and was not to be
mistaken for paradise. Later variations on the pastoral in English literature excised the tension that
exists in the Georgics, leaving behind little more than sentimentality. Williams's larger point is that
rural ways have always experienced hardship and have always been changing. He feels it is
shortsighted to see anyone event or generation as the focal point in the change in rural and
communal ways. Rural ways may alter, but they do not cease to exist.

2 The view that community is a place of harmony, unlike the disunity which characterizes modem
urban culture, is perhaps most widely found in contemporary sociology. This view, influential to the
point where it has been virtually naturalized as a fundamental component of contemporary
knowledge, originated with Ferdinand Tonnies in Community and Society (Ge11leinschaft und
GeseILschaft). The belief in a split between the rural and the urban perhaps reached its peak in another
classic sociological treatise, Georg Simmel's "The Metropolis and Mental Life." For a history of the
scholarship on community see Christopher Lasch, The True and Only Heaven: Progress and Its Critics.
For an attempt to break free ofthe constraints ofsociological dogma regarding community, see
Thomas Bender, Community and Social Change.
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The idea ofcommunity as a space founded on an original)' harmony conforms

y.rith "the civic republican view of politics that puts a strong emphasis on the notion

of a public good, prior to and independent of individual desires and interests"

(Mouffe 71). This view opposes the liberal view that "citizenship is the capacity for

each person to form, revise, and rationally pursue his/her definition of the good"

(Mouffe 71), but it shares with the liberally-imagined community what Richard

Rorty would call a metaphysical provenance. In other words, these competing

conceptions of community space are beholden to philosophical beliefs and hinge on

esoteric, mystical matters - the definition of troth, for instance. Yet as Rorty says,

"the idea that liberal societies are bound together by philosophical beliefs seems to

me ludicrous. \Vhat binds societies together are common vocabularies and common

hopes" (86). He sets forward, in contrast to the usual metaphysical tug-of-w:lr

between philosophies, a vision of community which this thesis elaborates, in concert

with the theory of hegemony postulated by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe.

RaTty's argument, and the theory of Laclau and Mouffe, makes alterity harmony's

co-constituent in the formation of community. Conflict management rather than the

absence of conflict correspondingly becomes the detemlinant of successful social

interaction.
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The issue of what exactly constitutes community - especially in light of

developments in philosophy and literary meolY over the past twenty years - has

lately elicited a growing critical interest.3 Richard Rony, in Contil1gmcy, IrollY, and

Solidarity, and Ernesto Ladau and Chantal Mouffe, in Hege11umy and Socialist Strategy,

provide richly suggestive accounts of how we can profitably comprehend community.

While Rorty is a pragmatic philosopher and Lac1au and Mouffe are "post-Marxists,"

their very different writings are united by an anti-essentialist view of the world and a

belief that community is constituted by difference. Rorty articulates difference in the

community as that which prevents unity between "one's private ways of dealing with

one's finitude and one's sense ofobligation to other human beings." That is to say

that he thinks the contradiction between private desires and public necessity can

never be resolved, which means in turn that we should struggle for "accommodation

- not synthesis" (68), a sentiment similar, as we shall see, to one voiced by Margaret

Schlegel in Hf./Words End. RoTty's appeal for a corrununity conditioned by

accommodation is a natural consequence of his liberalism. The liberal utopia he

3 Recent books dealing with conununity from a posonodernist or postStrueturaJist perspective
include: Dale M. Bauer, Feminist DitJwgics: A Theary o/Failed Community; William Corlett, Community
Without UTlity: A Politics ofDerridian ExtravagllTlce; Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony nnd
Socialist StrotegJ: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics; Miami Theory Collective, cd. Onnmunity at
Loose Ends; Jean-Luc Nancy, The bzoperlltive Community; Giorgio Agamben, The Cuming Community;
and Richard ROIty, Contingeruy, Irony, and Solidarity. This is by no means an exhaustive list. It should
also be kept in mind that these books appear against the background of the works ofother writers 
notablyMichel Foucault andJacques Derrida, but also posnnodernists such as Jean-Francois Lyotard
- which, given their contribution to recent philosophical history, make reexamination of community
necessary.
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imagines is "one whose ideals can be fulfilled by persuasion rather than force, by

reform rather th2n revolution, by the free and open encounters of present linguistic

and other practices with suggestions for new practice" (60).

Rorty is willing to accept the results of"free and open encounters" between

vocabularies, and to rely on persuasion as the sole means by which these open

encounters are decided, because of his convincing argument that language, self and

community are all contingent constructions. Rather than consideling humans as in

some indeterminate way fundamentally alike, he contends that they are solely the

product of historical circumstances, and thus will differ depending on their position

in time and space. Rorry's take on difference insists "that socialization, and thus

historical circumstance, goes all the way down - that there is nothing 'beneath'

socialization or prior to history which is definatory of the human JJ (Rofty xiii). His

idea ofdifference does not deny the similarities many human beings share; to do so

would be to make a truly vacuous claim. It only denies tha t human beings are in

some way essentially all the same, and that this similarity will determine their

actions.

Laclau and Mouffe, on the other hand, writing out of the Marxist tradition,

propose an alternative understanding of alterity's function with regard to

community. "While they acknowledge the legitimacy of Rorty's claim that the dispute
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between private desire and public necessity is never to be resolved by the

philosophical equivalent of science's Grand Unified Theory,4 they take issue with his

utopian view that "the only important political distinction ... is that between the use

of force and the use of persuasion" (84). Ernesro Laclau provides a series of examples

to suggest that the dichotomy between force and persuasion is a false one and thus

concludes that persuasion "structurally involves force" (Laclau 90).5 This conclusion

leads him also to question ROfry's privileging of reform over revolution. More

specifically, he argues that reforms contain within themselves the violence

supposedly limited to revoluticn: "any reform involves changing the stams quo, and

in most cases this will hurt existing interests. The process of reform is a process of

snuggles, not a process of quiet piecemeal engineering" (91). For evidence that

reform equals snuggle and violence, we need only look to the persuasive reforms

enacted by Anne Elliot and Margaret Schlegel. Their alterations result in subde but

inevitable and lasting damage to the established interests.

4 "Grand Unified Theory" refers to the goal ofmany contemporary scientists, Stephen Hawking
among them, to reconcile the apparently contradictory tlleories of quantum physics and relativity.

5 Laclau's examples of the force inherent in persuasion take the form of philosophical
generalizations. For instance: "I am confronted with the need to choose between several possible
courses of action, and the structure of the language game that I am playing is indifferent to them.
After having evaluated the situation, I conclude that there is no obvious candidate fur my decision but
I nevertheless make one choice. It is clear that in this case I have repressed the alternative courses of
action" (Laclau 89-90). A more concrete example of furce's relation to persuasion, however, is one of
"somebody who wants to refunn herself and decides to suppress a desire - e.g., an alcoholic who
decides to stop drinking. From the point ofview of the desire there is only repression - that is, force"
(89).
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The dispute between Laciau and Moufte and Rorty regarding the way difference

works amounts to a fine-tuning of their respective positions and the traditions our of

which they write; Laclau himself admits that "I certainly agree with most of Rorty's

philosophical arguments and positions" (Laclau 82). These "philosophical arguments

and positions" ask us to remove our idea of community from its familiar

surroundings. To put it in ROfty's terms, he and Laclau and Moufte offer a

vocabulary that challenges the existing, largely sociological, vocabulalY now used to

descrihe community. The present vocabulary for community rests on the distinction

between community and society formulated by Ferdinand Tonnies over a hundred

years ago in Gemeillschaft und Gesellschoft (Community and Society). Briefly stated,

Tonnies

uses Gemeinschaft to refer to local, organic, agricultural communities that are
modeled on the family and rooted in the traditional and the sacred; and
Gesellschtift to denote urban, heterogeneous, indusrrial societies that are
culturally sophisticated and shaped by the rational pursuit of self-interest in a
capitalistic and secular environment. The one signifies "community," the
other "society." Together they constitute a typology, an ideal construct that
boldly outlines prominent tendencies in a class ofempirical cases. As ideal
types, Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft are not fully realized by any group;
rather, the opposite poles they define are standards by which reality may be
described and understood. (Graver 14)
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As Christopher Lasch has noted, Tonnies' theory is "less an argument than an appeal

to common knowledge" (139), which is perhaps why it has gained such hegemony

over the way in which we think of community. "Common knowledge" is, however,

the sort of thinking that Rorty and Lac1au and Mouffe wish to confute, especially if

common knowledge consists of a dialectic between fixed terms. Community is not

for these writers organic but constructed; not a question of geography but of

recognition; and not opposed to society but coextensive with it. IfTonnies' book

"embodied not so much a theory as a mythology of social change" (Lasch 140), Rorty

and Laclau and Mouffe in turn set out not to correct that mythology but to rewrite

it.

ill

Richard Rorty's contribution to the rewriting of the community mythology in

Contingency, Jrony, and Solidarity begins with the notion of an unflagging contingency

and proceeds from there to detail the consequences of a world "where we no longer

worship anything, where we o·eat 1Jothingas a quasi divinity, where we treat everything

- our language, our conscience, our community - as a product of time and chance"

(22; Rorty's emphasis). The most obvious result of the de-divinization Rorty calls for

is the observation that community is a human construction, dependent on ideological
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circumsrance and not an org~nic, naturally occurring phenomenon, a model to which

we innately conform. Community possesses nothing that requires us to worship it as

an ideal method for maintaining social harmony. It is r-ather a function of one or

more vocabularies, or descriptions of the world, and its strength thus relies on the

abilities of those doing the describing. For this reason, among others, the community

in Jane Austen's Persuasion undergoes a subtle change. Anne Elliot's fresh vision of

community, in concert with her ability to articulate that vision, usurps her father's

tired attachment to the established social forms. Sir Walter seems incapable of seeing

the world without reference to pedigree and breeding, and Persutlsion quietly argues

that such a world view no longer adequately accounts for people like Captain

Wentworth and his colleagues, men whose merits are found largely outside their

ancestry.

Rorty has two terms for the kind of sO'ength Anne Elliot exhibits. One, borrowed

from Harold Bloom, is the "strong poet." The strong poet refers to the person who

strives against the influence of her predecessors to realize something genuinely new,

to have some effect on the prevailing metaphors we use to describe the world around

us. For Bloom the "anxiety of influence" is a condiucm limited to the literary world,

but Rorty expands the term to encompass all sorts ofvocabularies. Thus Aristotle,

Copernicus, Galileo, Newton and Einstein are all strong poets becc:use they offered
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profound redescriptions of the world which have each in turn been accepted as more

or less valid by a larger community. Strong poets may be found in all areas of human

endeavour - Martin Luther in theology, for instance, or Jane Goodall in

anthropology - but these Upoets" will always be exceptional, the rare people who

can offer a new description of the world and see it last. They can, moreover, only be

known as strong poets well after they introduce their metaphors because it takes time

for these metaphors to infiltrate society at large. By the time these metaphors do

infiltrate society, they have become literalized - dead metaphors which provide the

resistance to another strong poet's new metaphors.

Rorty's conception of the strong poet also owes debts to Friedrich Nietzsche and

Sigmund Freud. Nietzsche provides the idea that the person most ofvalue is the poet

"genius who can say of the relevant portion of the past 'Thus I willed it'" (Rorty 29)

rather than simply say Uso it was." In other words, "to fail as a poet - and thus, for

Nietzsche, to fail as a human being - is to accept somebody else's description of

oneself, to execute a previously prepared program, to write, at most, elegant

variations on previously written poems" (28). While Nietzsche's idea of the strong

poet is hugely beneficial to Rorty as a way of accounting for cultural change (since he

disqualifies any telic conception of human history), it also possesses the unfommate

disadvantage ofassigning a great deal of the world's population to the category of
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"failure." This is an unappetizing prospect, solved for Rony by Freud's

understanding of the unconscious as unique to everyone and thus incapable of

conformity and dullness:

What makes Freud more useful and more plausible than Nietzsche is that he
does not relegate the vast majority of humanity to the status of dying animals.
For Freud's account of unconscious fantasy shows us how to see every human
life as a poem - or, more exactly, every human life not so racked by pain as
to be'unable to learn a language nor so immersed in toil as to have no leisure
in which to generate a self-description. He sees every such life as an attempt
to clothe itself in its own metaphors. (36-7)

We are thus all, according to Rorty, potentially strong poets, people who work to

define ourselves against our predecessors and who attempt to create a vocabulary that

is our own, not merely borrowed from another.

Rorty's other term for the kind ofstrength Anne Elliot exhibits relates to the way

he uses Freud to make all of us into poets. This term is the "liberal ironist"; it

describes Rorty's ideal post-metaphysical world citizen. "1 borrow," he writes,

my definition of "liberal" from]udith Shklar, who says that liberals are the
people who think that cruelty is the worst thing we do. I use "ironist" to name
the sort ofperson who faces up to the contingency of his or her own most
central beliefs and desires - someone sufficiently historicist and nominalist
to have abandoned the idea that those central beliefs and desires refer back to
something beyond the reach of time and chance. (xv)
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The liheral ironist is Rurty's answer to the world's thoroughgoing contingency. He

uses «irony" to describe an individual's capacity to hold one set of convictions - a

vocabulary - while at the same time realizing these convictions could never be

absolute; he qualifies irony with "liberal" because he believes that we must retain a

commitment to the democratic principles of a free society.6 An individual's strength

will be realized, according to Rorty, through the number ofvocabularies with which

she is familiar, thereby providing her a greater chance of creating a vocabulary that is

truly her own. One might thus see why, for example, Anne Elliot is successful in

altering her community and Maggie Tulliver is not. Anne realizes, through the

examples of the Musgraves and the Crofts and the rest of the navy crew, that

alternative, legitimate vocabularies exist which may he employed to improve her own

6 In so doing Rorty seeks to provide a measure of assurance to those who are uncomfortable with
the idea - promulgated by writers such as Derrida, Foucault and other French poststructuralists,
though in slightly different ways - that the world lacks a metaphysical foundation. Rorty
acknowledges in his introduction that his views are distinctly in the minority and confined generally
to the intelligentsia. Theologians or metaphysicians, says Rorty, believe "in an order beyond time and
change which both determines the point of human existence and establishes a hierarchy of
responsibilities. The ironist intellectuals who do not believe that there is such an order are far
oumumbercd (even in the luck]', rich, literate democracies) by people who believe that there must be
one. Most nonintellecruals are still committed either to some form of religious faith or to some form
of Enlightenment rationalism" (xv). These beliefs offer no difficulty to Rorty because he is not
concerned with what is right and what is wrong, but with which descriptions of the world are most
useful. For the "ordinary" person, however, who would appear to risk no small measure of
metaphysical discomfort and spiritual alienation, Rorty's appeal for a liberal irony suggestS that our
understanding of the material world need change little if at all. Politically, at: least, Rotty should not
be thought of as any kind of radical.
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circumstances.7 Maggie, on the other hanu, has only fitful exposure to voc~lb\.lbries

different from that with which she is most familiar, and consequendy lacks the self-

assurance to believe - or confidently disbelieve - that the blandishments of

Stephen Guest signal an improvement over the life she has always known.

Before Rorty putS forward his case for liberal irony, however, he first argues that

irony or contingency best describes the world. Part one of Contingency, hally, and

Solidarity devotes itself to discussion of the contingencies of language, selthood and

community. Rorty uses Ludwig'Wlngenstein and, especially, Donald Daviuson to

assert that language is completely contingent. With Davidson, Rorty "breaks with

the notion that language is a medium - a medium either of representation or of

expression" (10). By medium of expression Rorty means one which "articulates what

lies deep within the self"; by medium of representation one that "shows the self what

lies outside it" (11). Choosing to view language as something other than a medium

- to view it as what Wittgenstein would call a grammar or a tool - allows Davidson

and Rorty to "set aside the idea that both the self and reality have intrinsic natures,

natures which are out there waiting to be known" (11). .

7 Anne and other characters in Austen's novels would presumably be aware of what they consider

to be illegitimate vocabularies - those of differing religious viewpoint, for instance. PerS1Jasion is
significant because it concedes that vocabularies might compete for attention. The novel thereby
recognizes that in choosing one vocabulary one need not consign all others to the realm of the false.
In other words, the novel no longer accepts a simple true/false, legitimate/illegitimate dichotomy but
provides room to choose between alternatives.
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If languages (or vocabularies~ should be viewed as alternative tools rather than as

pieces of a jigsaw puzzle which we attempt to fit together to discover a particular

telos, the question arises of how we are to justifY our activities if not by claiming that

what we do firs better with some objective measure outside us. Ron)' answers this

question in several ways. He begins by arguing that because there is no Truth to be

found, all that exists are more or less acceptable descriptions of the world. These

descriptions are more or less acceptable because other people find them useful, not

because they are more right than others. This situation is admittedly relativistic, but

to see it as relativistic is to concede the appropriateness of the vocabulary of

metaphysics. Rather than acknowledge the legitimacy of the vocabulary he disputes,

RoTty prefers to follow the example of "strong philosophers - people like Hegel and

Davidson, the salt of philosophers who are interested in dissolving inherited

problems rather than in solving them" (20). To that end, then, Rorty agrees with

Davidson's view that Unew metaphors are causes, but not reasons, for changes of

belief' (50), and with Mary Hesse's observation that scientific revolutions are

Ulmetaphoric redescriptions' of namre rather than insights into the intrinsic namre of

8 "Vocabularies" is perhaps more accurate because it reduces confusion between terms and
permits us to imagine the different registers within national languages. RoTty is much less concerned
with language 3S a national characteristic than he is with the metaphors of description that languages
of "thought" - of science, religion, art, ethics, etc. - bring to bear on the world. The concepts and
metaphors embodied by the Enlightenment, for instance, interest Rorty more than how various
national languages compete with each other. RoTty's conception ofvocabularies may of course be
favourably compared with Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of dialogism.



nature" (16). He continues on to conclude that "if one grants these claims, there is

no such thing as the 'relativist predicament,' just as for someone who thinks that

there is no God there will be no such thing as blasphemy" (50).

Rorty clearly thinks that there is no God, or at least no God that we do not

ourselves define. As a result, he replaces the metaphysical idea of human history as a

search for Truth or a progress to a defined end (heaven, for instance) with "a sense of

human history as the history of successive metaphors." This endless succession of

changing vocabularies does not mean that there is no truth, but that tlUth is found in

the comparison of "languages or metaphors with one another, not with something

beyond language called 'fact'" (20). This evaluation of truth squares with Rorty's

ideal liberal society, for

it is central to the idea ofa liberal society that, in respect to words as opposed
to deeds, persuasion as opposed to force, anything goes. This open
mindedness should not be fostered because, as Scripture teaches, Truth is
great and will prevail, nor because, as MiltOn suggests, Truth will always win
in a free and open encounter. It should be fostered for its own sake. A liberal
society is one which is content to calt "true" Whtltever the upshot ofsuch encounters
turns aut to be. (51-2; Rorty's emphasis)

This discussion ofTruth and philosophical objectivity may seem to take us a fair

distance from considerations of community, but it is precisely Rorty's point to
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mggest that we can remove the traditional foundations of our culture and still

maintain community and solidarity. Community, he argues, is our responsibility; it is

not there to be found but must be created. We provide our own foundations, and if

they are not eternal, guaranteed by some agency beyond language, they do still offer

sufficient support to ensure that the community will flourish.

Even so, the lack of anyone truth may seem to make quaint the notion of

morality. Rarty borrows from Michael Oakeshott an answer regarding how we can

refrain from embracing private pleasures to the exclusion of all else:

We can keep the notion of 'morality' just insofar as we can cease to think of
morality as the voice of the divine part of ourselves and instead think of it as
the voice of ourselves as members of a community, speakers of a common
language. We can keep the morality-prudence distinction if we think of it not
as the difference between an appeal to the unconditioned and an appeal to the
conditioned but as the difference between an appeal to the interests of our
community and the appeal to our own, possibly conflicting, private interests.
(59)

Apart from defining the limits ofmorality, this statement makes explicit Rorty's view

that community is a function ofshared vocabulary. Introduction into one vocabulary

ensures that you share with a certain number of other people some basic precepts.

The important figures to Rorty, the strong poets, are special because they make their

own vocabularies rather than simply accepting the ones to which they are
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introduced. This feat makes them ironists, people who are able to understand - at

least to some degree - that vocabularies are relative to each other, not static and

unchanging. It is the purview of the liberal ironist, Rorty says, to understand many

vocabularies, even if she cannot necessarily create her own: "The ironist takes the

words which are fundamental to metaphysics, and in particular to the public rhetoric

of the liberal democracies, as just another text, just another set of little human things.

Her ability to understand what it is like to make one's life center around these words

is not distinct from her ability to grasp what it is like to make one's life center around

the love of Christ or of Big Brother. Her liberalism does not consist in her devotion

to those particular words but in her ability to grasp the function of many different

sets of words" (93-4).

To be a liberal ironist is always to be choosing, for one is always aware of another

vocabulary and wondering whether or not it is better, wondering whether or not it

suits one more comfortably than one's present vocabulary. Anne Elliot is thus an

ironist, though not always conscious of her ironism, for she must choose between the

vocabulary of the gentry into which she was born and the vocabulary of the

bourgeois navy which promises an alternate - and, to her mind, superior 

ordering of society. Margaret Schlegel in HflWards End more closely resembles

Rorty's idea of the liberal ironist, no doubt partially because she so well epitomizes
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Forster's own liberalism. She, too, faces choices between the unseen and the seen,

between the virtues of country and city. These choices are made more difficult

because of their contingency - Margaret recognizes that no one of them is right

when "it takes all sorts to make a world" (112) - but they are valid choices

nonetheless, in no way disqualified because they lack the surety of the absolute.

The person who often chooses differing vocabularies -Joyce's Stephen Dedalus

is one example; Forster's Rickie Elliot of The LongestJourney another - will flit

among various communities in search of a home. Someone who chooses once or

never chooses at all, on the other hand, one who simply accepts whatever community

he or she was first introduced to (or socialized by), will obviously never change. If life

as Rorty envisions it changes from a condition where people seek truth, or at least

agree to be educated bypeople who seek truth, to one where they simply shop for

suitable ideologies, there would appear to be a real danger of anarchy, or even

triviality. The traditional foundations of religion or metaphysics are no longer as

certain as once they were or seemed to be, and it is easy to imagine people

everywhere blithely choosing among vocabularies and never settling on any of them.

Chaos of this sort could only be ofdubious benefit to society. RoTty anticipates this

objection, and suggeSts that art - and especially novels - can provide the guidance

once offered by theology. Novels present other communities and other situations,


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































